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FOREWORD
IAIN McNICOL

Labour only wins when we organise, when we fight.
We will never have the money and the air war of the Tories
but we have a proud tradition of building an organisation on
the ground that can beat them door by door, voter by voter.
I’m incredibly proud of the talented cohort of candidates
we have fighting this year’s election. In every battleground
seat: a wonderful battalion of men and women, from every
background and from every part of our country.
The next generation of Labour. Backed by organisers on
the ground. Backed by the real people’s army: Labour’s
members and supporters. Tens of thousands across the
battleground seats.
I know that with this group we have the best chance of
winning, and a great set of new MPs to support Ed Miliband
in government.
The job now is reaching out, on every doorstep: conducting
the conversations, listening to the concerns; building the
party’s strength; energising supporters; getting out the
leaflets, and when the day comes, getting out the vote. This
group of candidates know that Labour wins when it
organises and that’s what they’ll be doing through to polling
day.

Iain McNicol is General Secretary of the Labour Party
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JESS ASATO
ONE OF OUR OWN

T

he Young Fabians are proud to call Jess Asato one of our own. A long-standing
member of the executive committee and Chair in 2003/04, Jess continues to support
the organisation that became her first political home to this day- speaking at events,
writing for Anticipations, and flying the Fabian flag as a member of the senior society
executive.
As grateful as we are for her continued patronage, so Jess credits the Young Fabians for
first inspiring her to get involved in politics.
“The first thing that made politics exciting to me and made me feel that I had a part to
play in it was when I went to a Young Fabian conference on Europe in 1998. I remember
being there and thinking: all these young people, like me, are standing up and expressing
their views and talking about what they want from the European Union. I thought that was
incredible, and seeing them do it made me believe I could do it myself. It gave me the kick
up the bum to get stuck in,” she says.
That first kick has propelled her far- to the very threshold of Westminster. Jess leads in
Norwich North over Tory incumbent Chloe Smith by a single percentage point. At number 67
on Labour’s target seat list, her race has totemic significance for the party. If she wins on a
uniform swing, Labour will have a governing majority of one.
It’s a far cry from her first campaigning experience with the Camden Labour Party during
the 1999 European elections. Jess recalls a “dingy office on a side street in Camden” where
she and an army of activists spent their days printing leaflets and stuffing them into envelopes. “I was in charge of the risograph [a large printer for publishing leaflets] called ‘Big
Bertha’ or ‘Big Bertie’ or something similar. It was my job to keep it running all day. Keeping
my ears open in that office taught me so much about organising and I met some Labour
stalwarts who taught me the ropes and gave me a feel for campaigning.”
These early experiences are serving her well on the streets of Norwich. The very fact that
Labour is favourite to win in a seat it lost by 10% in 2009 is a strong endorsement of the
campaign so far. What’s Jess’ secret? “Localising the national,” she says.
“All the national Labour messages are resonating in Norwich. The cost of living issue is
huge over here. We’re stressing how low wages are, how lots of people have to do two or
more jobs just to make ends meet, and how so many lack the leisure time and resources to
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have a happy healthy life.
“We also link the government reorganisation of the NHS to the A&E crisis locally. That’s
key, linking the national message to real local issues.”
Labour’s ability to connect with the public is intrinsically linked with its ability to put on a
united front as a party, Jess adds. “We succeed when we adopt what Tessa Jowell has called
‘winning behaviour,’ when we all sign on to the idea of the Labour party as a broad church
and focus relentlessly on winning, rather than looking inwards.” Without unity, Labour can
just end up talking to itself rather than the people it was founded to represent
What drives Jess on personally? An unshakeable belief that people’s life chances should
never, ever be constrained by accident of birth, wealth, or health. “Our positions in life aren’t
predetermined. I remember the hymn ‘All Things Bright and Beautiful’ which we used to sing
at primary school. One of the verses goes: ‘The rich man in his castle/The poor man at his
gate/God made them high and lowly/And ordered their estate’. I was taught that but I didn’t
believe that was how it should be.
“It was only when I started to learn about politics and learned about socialism that I
understood there was a belief system out there that said everyone is born equal. There isn’t
high and low- everyone deserves an equal chance to be the person they deserve to be and
to use their talents.”
She recalls old school friends and acquaintances who had masses of talent but believed
society had ordained that their role was to leave school early, “boys to the field and girls to
the beauty parlour,” and never fulfil the promise of their potential.
“They weren’t taught to push for anything higher, because they were told they’d fail or
that they’d let down their communities and that was selfish.
“I’m Labour now because we’re still the party that fights for the 99% of people- working
people. I look out the window and I see streets kept clean by working people, streetlights that
are built and maintained by working people, pavements laid and fixed by working people.
That’s who Labour is working and fighting for.” 15

Louie Woodall

JESS ASATO
NORWICH NORTH
AGE

33

EDUCATION

Norwich Langley School, Flegg High School, University of Cambridge

EMPLOYMENT

Political advisor, Dame Tessa Jowell

PREVIOUS ELECTIONS

N/A

AFFILIATIONS

Fabian Society, Progress

POLITICS IN ONE SENTENCE

Fierce, compassionate, with ambition for all

FAVOURITE MP

Alan Johnson ( Kingston upon Hull West and Hessle 1997-)

FAVOURITE QUOTE

"If you want something done, give it to a busy woman!"

4

SWING NEEDED

4.6%

6

18

TARGET SEAT

#67

CURRENT MP

Chloe Smith (Conservative)
6

31
41

EMILY BROTHERS
A CATALYST FOR CHANGE

E

mily Brothers understands the value of solidarity. At the age of 10 her eyesight started
to fail. Her home city of Liverpool did not have the facilities to provide the surgery
she urgently needed, and her parents were on strike and couldn’t afford the fare to
London.
A shop steward on the picket line heard about Emily’s plight and started a collection to raise money for her train ticket south. He marched up and down the line of workers
ranked outside Vauxhall Motors, asking all and sundry if they couldn’t dip into already
depleted pockets for a little change to help the Brothers child.
“It was an early sign of the solidarity of working people and it had a significant impact
on my view of how people come together at times of adversity,” says Emily. “It was this experience more than any other that made me Labour”.
The collection raised more than enough to send Emily to London, but sadly the treatment
failed. The family used what was left over to buy her a braille machine which she still uses
today to bash out her attacks on the Tories.
As this story shows, Emily is no stranger to adversity. Growing up with a disability was a
daily challenge. As a gay transgender woman she has also had to contend with a society all
too hostile to her way of life. These struggles have entrenched a belief that the good society
can only be built on an inviolable commitment to equality.
“My experiences in campaigning roles challenging discrimination and prejudice mean
that a real central value to me is tackling inequality. That means, for example, closing the
income gap to alleviate poverty and providing a universal health service free at the point of
delivery,” she says.
Promoting equality is at the core of Emily’s election campaign in Sutton and Cheam. As
she sees it, the way to achieve this is by hardwiring fairness into the country’s infrastructure
and the delivery of public services. “I want to contribute nationally and locally to tackling the
cost of living crisis and in particular improving accessibility in our transport system to help in
terms of our infrastructure goals but also to help people get around and get employed,” she
says.
“I also want to see better coordination between public services and other parts of society.
We talk about integrating health and social care, but I think that’s only a first step. I want to
see health and social care professionals work effectively with those who support people in
education and into jobs. We need to be inclusive- not just for disabled people or women or
gay people, but for everyone,” she adds.
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Labour is the only movement in Emily’s eyes able to implement such an ambitious plan.
“I think we are at our best when we are seen to bring about change and reform. I see myself
as a catalyst for change. When we are too cautious, because we are too electorally sensitive,
that can be to our detriment,” she says. This is not a case of Labour being too right wing or
too left wing. It’s about the party having the courage to “think outside the box” even when
electoral pressures and the media spotlight make doing so difficult.
Emily thinks the party’s willingness to take risks has diminished somewhat because of the
types of people who make up the ranks of Labour MPs today. “In the past we’ve had a few
maverick MPs, but we’ve seen less of that as Labour has become more of a smooth operation, where style rather than substance counts for more.”
This is a product of the conveyor belt from Oxbridge, to special adviser, to MP- now the
dominant route into Parliament.
“I think because the pathways into politics have become narrower, it’s less likely that
people like myself who come from a working class background and have disabilities will get
into Parliament.”
Emily faces a rocky road to Westminster herself. Labour pulled in a meagre 7% share of
the vote in 2010, far behind the Conservative challenger on 42% and the Liberal Democrat
incumbent- Paul Burstow- on 46%. Lord Ashcroft’s survey of the constituency in August 2014
predicts a collapse in support for Burstow, but only slightly to Emily’s advantage. Labour’s
share was 16% in that poll.
Emily’s strategy is to capture a larger share of those lost Liberal Democrat voters. Support for the party is deep-rooted (Sutton and Cheam has the longest-serving Lib Dem council
in the country) but painting the Liberals as a fig leaf for Tory cuts is an attack that seems
to be working. “The Lib Dem council is applying £40million worth of cuts. In areas where
there are Labour councils, they are also having to make difficult decisions, but in Sutton and
Cheam I can link our national campaign to what the Liberals are doing here because Labour
is in opposition here”.
Convincing residents to vote with their hearts over their heads is another facet of Emily’s
campaign: “A lot of people here say they voted Lib Dem in 2010 to keep the Tories out. I say
it didn’t work in 2010 and it won’t work in 2015. I also hear a lot that trust has been broken
in politics, and my response is that the electorate needs to stand by their principles and voting tactically is not standing by your principles!” 15

Louie Woodall

EMILY BROTHERS
SUTTON AND CHEAM
AGE

50

EDUCATION

St Vincent’s School, Chester College, Teeside University

EMPLOYMENT

Equality and Human Rights Commission

PREVIOUS ELECTIONS

2010/2014 Local Elections, Sutton North

AFFILIATIONS

Fabian Society, Disability Labour, LGBT Labour

POLITICS IN ONE SENTENCE

A catalyst for social reform

FAVOURITE MP

Clement Attlee (Limehouse 1922-1950, Walthamstow West, 1950-1955)

FAVOURITE QUOTE

‘There is nothing to fear except fear itself’- Franklin Roosevelt

5

SWING NEEDED

7

19.4%
46

TARGET SEAT

N/A

CURRENT MP

Paul Burstow (Liberal Democrats)
8

42

ROWENNA DAVIS
THE POLITICS OF THE SCHOOL CANTEEN

I

f you can say one thing about Rowenna Davis it’s that she’s not afraid to ruffle a few
feathers. More than a decade before her rise to political prominence as the author of
‘Tangled Up In Blue’, Labour’s candidate for Southampton Itchen caused a stir by organising a new school ‘tuck shop’ to rival the much-maligned school dinners. Told by staff
at her inner-London comprehensive she had “no hope” of influencing Serco due to its
15 year contract to provide the service, a 14 year-old Rowenna stood firm. Two weeks later
Serco gave in, introducing a new menu with vegetarian options. Multi-national corporation
0. Community Organising 1.
With this experience, it’s easy see how the controversial Blue Labour agenda, the brainchild of Labour Peer Lord Glassman, would later appeal to the by-then Southwark councillor.
Davis’s ‘canteen experience’ chimes with her assertion that Labour “is at its best when it values contribution and is rooted in its communities.” Labour, she says, must re-discover that we
“can’t do politics to people, we must work with people” and that the party should “challenge
the state when it’s over-centralised and bullying [as well as the market].”
These two principles are rooted in the heart of Blue Labour, which Davis describes as
“one of the most energetic” Labour movements and one that “chimes with residents in Southampton.”
There’s also a third principle – possibly the most controversial element of Blue Labour
– that “progress is not always positive for people.” Davis argues that the last Labour government talked “a lot about what we would change, but forgot to talk about what we wanted
to protect, like community, faith, neighbourliness, and responsibility.” Tony Blair, she says,
talked a bit about ‘responsibility’ in the early years “but we lost that.”
Synonymous with Blue Labour’s scepticism towards the term ‘progress’ is its critique
of globalisation. “For a lot of people globalisation is not a positive thing,” says Davis. “In
Southampton we lost our ship-building industry and the Ford factory. Immigration meant that
many blue collar workers had a cut in their wages, because if you bring in a lot of cheaper labour to an area the wage price goes down. That’s basic economics, not racism,” she
makes clear.
But the focus must be on “how we work with globalisation, not about how we shut it
down”, says Davis who points to Germany’s ‘regional banks, vocational education and
worker representation on boards’ as ways to empower both institutions and workers.
“Britain’s approach seems to be ‘let’s drive down the wages to the lowest point possible
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and then we’ll get the jobs,’ but what do you get when you’re at the bottom?”
Despite implicit criticism in the way New Labour managed globalised markets, Davis
stresses its wide range of important successes, particularly in Tony Blair’s first term. She ranks
the national minimum wage, central bank independence and gay rights either ‘brilliant’ or
‘fantastic’, praises devolution and notes that “we really did need investment in our schools
and hospitals – they were about to break.”
“The Regional Development Authorities were good,” she adds. “Not perfect, but at least
an attempt at rebalancing the economy.”
So how much impact has Blue Labour had in the post-New Labour era?
“If we’d followed Blue Labour in 2011, UKIP would be nowhere - we would have dealt
with all that without the nastiness,” she says. “But Ed Miliband in his heart is ultimately 100%
red.”
He has, though, “had a conversation with Blue Labour that has influenced his policies.
He’s talked a lot about vocational education and the forgotten 50%. He has talked a lot
about challenging the market in a way that Tony Blair never would have done, including the
banks and the energy companies; and he did hire Arnie Graff (the community organiser) for
a while, but I do think his departure is probably symptomatic of a wider move away from
Blue Labour ahead of the election,” reflects Davis.
So what will Rowenna’s priorities be if elected in 2010?
“It’s really important that Southampton needs more jobs and higher wages,” she says.
“We’ve lost a lot of industry… and there’s a fear that Southampton could just become a
commuter town for London. There’s a worry the jobs replacing the old manufacturing jobs
are service industry, zero-hour ‘poverty-pay’ jobs rather than the ones that we need to build
stable communities.”
The answer? Davis aims “to write to the 100 biggest employers in the south-east and ask
‘why aren’t you moving here?’”
“The other priority,” she says, is continuing to engage with the community post-election,
“running campaigns with people, rather than sitting in an office doing things for people.”
And nationally? “I want to see hard work rewarded. I want Labour to become a movement again – and to capture the imagination of the people.” Labour is, after all, “the party
of the school canteen.” 15

Joe Jervis

ROWENNA DAVIS
Southampton Itchen
AGE

30

EDUCATION

Hampstead School, University of Oxford

EMPLOYMENT

Freelance Journalist, Author

PREVIOUS ELECTIONS

Former Councillor, Southwark

AFFILIATIONS

National Union of Journalists, Unite, Headliners

POLITICS IN ONE SENTENCE

Work, Family, Place

FAVOURITE MP

Alfred Salter (Bermondsey, 1922 - 1945)

FAVOURITE QUOTE

‘Be the change you wish to see’ – Mahatma Gandhi

4 2

SWING NEEDED

N/A
21

TARGET SEAT

N/A

CURRENT MP

John Denham (Labour)
10

37
36

LISA FORBES
STANDING UP FOR EVERYONE

T

here are some moments from our childhood that stick with us forever and shape the
people we eventually become. Such moments can determine our attitudes towards
work; others our attitudes towards relationships. Still others can indelibly change our
outlook on society, and instil political beliefs that last a lifetime.
Lisa Forbes, Labour’s PPC for Peterborough, can pinpoint the time she first
became switched on to politics. “The first time it became real to me was as a teenager in the
eighties. My dad was collecting food to send to the miners, where the families of those on
strike were struggling as many modern day families are now. There was a lot of unfairness
and injustice happening across the country and that really fired me up to get involved.”
Lisa grew up in a working class neighbourhood where everyone was Labour from the
womb, so for her there was never any question about which party would hold her allegiance.
Despite its transformation in the decades following the miners’ strike, she is adamant that
it remains the only party for equality in Britain today. “Labour stands up for everyone rather
than the privileged few at the top. My priorities, like the Labour party’s, are to close the gap
between the rich and poor and to bring about social justice. I also strongly believe in the
NHS and want it to be there for my children, as it was there for me and my parents.”
These are beliefs rooted in lived experience, rather than distant observations. Lisa is a local councillor in Peterborough as well as a full-time mum. In these times of austerity her family, like hundreds in her constituency, are struggling to get by. “We’re in a situation personally
where some things are getting too expensive to afford. The other week I chipped my tooth,
so I went to the dentist to get it looked at and the dentist said I needed a root canal and that
it would cost £450. The only alternative was to have it pulled out because that was actually
cheaper! In the end I got it fixed, but it took some time as we couldn’t afford it for a while.”
Lisa says this is a good example of why we have an NHS that is free at the point of need.
A chipped tooth is one thing, but what if she or a member of her family was faced with a
serious health condition they couldn’t afford? What would happen then? Lisa believes only a
Labour government can ensure the NHS stays a truly national, and truly free, health service
for all.
In this she is not alone. Recent polls have consistently put the future of the NHS as one
of the top three issues that concerns the country. Listening to those with these concerns and
responding to them is key to winning the election in Peterborough, says Lisa.

“We’re at our best when we’re out there, connected to people’s lives and really understanding their issues. We fail when we think we have all the answers without going out there
and listening to what people think. When we’re listening, we create a movement where people feel they can get involved and change things, and where people want to get involved.”
At some points in the New Labour years, Lisa thinks we may have lost sight of this. A
government that doesn’t listen, or thinks it has all the answers will not be a government for
long, she says.
When asked about her other priority - closing the gap between rich and poor - Lisa
thinks we need to see past crude fixes to the tax system and tackle the problem at its source.
“It starts with education. We need to afford everyone the same opportunities. It really matters
that kids from poorer backgrounds go to good nursery schools. It really matters that we get
good teachers in all schools so kids get a good education. My children are bright and have
inquisitive minds and I want to make sure they get the same opportunities as those who can
afford a private education. Then it’s about making sure the skilled jobs are there for when
they leave school so that no-one gets left behind whether they take the academic or vocational route.”
However, Lisa is also clear that the cost of living crisis needs to be reversed for inequality to be brought under control. Peterborough is a low-wage, low-skill economy, meaning
coalition cuts, the VAT rise and high prices really hurt. “The cost of living crisis sounds like a
cliché, but it’s true - I’ve spoken to people who are living by candlelight because they can’t
afford their electricity bills, or are turning to foodbanks because they’ve fallen on hard times
or are simply not earning enough to make ends meet.”
What Peterborough needs is a big boost to get it on its feet again. Lisa thinks a new university would fit the bill nicely. “We’re a large and fast growing city, and one of the only ones
of its size in the country without its own university. So Peterborough’s students tend to leave
the city for universities elsewhere and not come back once they’ve graduated as we don’t
have the types of jobs they want. If we had our own university, campus and all, we would be
able to attract new businesses which offer higher skilled, higher salaried employment”
It’s impossible to fault Lisa on ambition. Few candidates would place the goal of founding an entire new university as an election centrepiece. But then few candidates are quite like
Lisa Forbes. 15

Louie Woodall
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LISA FORBES
PETERBOROUGH
AGE

45

EDUCATION

The City School, Lincoln

EMPLOYMENT

City Councillor, full-time mum

PREVIOUS ELECTIONS

2012 Local Elections, Orton Longueville

AFFILIATIONS

Fabian Society, GMB, Unite, Co-op Party

POLITICS IN ONE SENTENCE

Committed to social justice

FAVOURITE MP

Clement Attlee (Limehouse 1922-1950, Walthamstow West 1950-1955)

FAVOURITE QUOTE

‘What power have you got? Where did you get it from? In whose interests do you
exercise it To whom are you accountable? How do we get rid of you?’- Tony Benn

3

SWING NEEDED

5.4%

7

20

TARGET SEAT

#78

CURRENT MP

Stewart Jackson (Conservatives)
12

30
40

JAMES FRITH
THE ROCK STAR POLITICIAN

I

doubt you’ll find many Labour candidates who can boast that their rock band once
entertained the same crowd as Kings of Leon at Glastonbury. But dig a little deeper and
it’s not hard to see how James Frith, Labour’s PPC for Bury North, was inspired by the
draw of the festival stage, and later by the pull of party politics.
As Frith headed to the University of Manchester in 1996, as much “to chase the
Manchester music scene” as to complete a Politics and Economics degree, Labour were on
the brink of an historic election victory. With Tony Blair securing support of Britpop icons,
Cool Britannia was at its peak and the 13 years of progressive politics to follow would
contrast Frith’s childhood introduction to election fever. “Who won the competition, dad?” he
asked after the 1987 election. “The wrong side,” was the reply.
Like so many of his generation it’s easy to see how Frith found inspiration in Tony Blair.
“In 1997 people were paid £1 an hour, we needed to save the NHS – the country was
a mess,” Frith says. “The minimum wage, the independent Bank of England measures,
introducing SureStart… I think [Blair] did more for ordinary people and families than any
government since and I think the challenge is to achieve more than he did. Until we do that
we’d be ill-advised to overlook his success.”
Yet Frith, chief executive of All Together – a social enterprise tackling youth unemployment, is far from uncritical of the New Labour years and believes “we should have gone
further and faster.”
“I don’t think we did enough structural change,” he says. “We did quite a lot of transactional and retail offer, which was great but doesn’t shift the templates of society. We didn’t,
for instance, do enough to address the huge inequality towards young people who don’t
have a voice or a vote.”
The lesson, he says, is that “we shouldn’t dilly-dally with political capital – if you’ve got it,
go for it.”
Critically Frith seems to hit that all important note, taking pride in New Labour’s achievements but demanding more where necessary – and understanding that the challenges of
2015 require different answers to those of 1997.
“We’re hearing some really exciting stuff from Ed Miliband - backing regional state
banks, co-ordinating growth in a particular region based on skills, demographic and
economic productivity,” he says. “This is where the planning comes in – and the government
needs to be backing winners. We need a race to the top – in terms of new jobs that are
high-skilled, high-quality and offer secure employment – not, as Ed has said, a race to the
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bottom and zero-hours contracts.”
Naturally Frith is keen to make Bury North part of this economic vision, making clear his
faith in the idea that private sector growth can fund improvements in public services. “That’s
not a model that’s broken simply because the financial service sector we relied on for so
much tax revenue was too narrow. It’s not the system that’s broken, it’s the structure.”
“Alongside [financial services] we need greater volumes of successful industry,” he
argues, while lending support to infrastructure and regional growth plans championed by
Lord Adonis and Chuka Umunna.
“We need an improved redistribution of wealth through economic growth,” he says. “An
economic recovery for all people - and I will be looking for ways in which Bury North can be
a feature.”
Frith is quick to praise Ed Miliband’s focus on apprenticeships. “We’ve got a pretty
Victorian way of valuing technical and vocational ability,” Frith says. “They shouldn’t be
viewed as secondary to academic. We need to celebrate both, whether that’s through
business start-ups or in terms of a valued government pathway for young people.”
Is it right for Miliband to move the focus away from university targets? “It’s clever to say
that it’s an evolution from the Tony Blair 50% goal, but Ed would acknowledge that goal
[existed] because in 1997… the idea that 30% could go to university was laughable. But
now we need far more technical and vocational talent as well.”
Frith, three years a local councillor, also recognises the importance of Miliband’s plans
for the NHS and talks passionately about his campaign to ‘Save Bury Hospice.’ “If we want
to return to cradle to grave integrated care,” he says, “we should start with an appreciation
that end of life hospice provision needs to be [better funded and a part of the plan]. 10%20% short of a bridge is not a bridge.”
Frith’s passion for a thriving economy and a healthy NHS is matched only by his desire
for Labour to make more of its “very exciting and much overlooked” policy offer. “We need
to make clear the really exciting policy offer we’ve got [and] that loving the NHS is not
enough to win a mandate. We need to make the proposition, not the opposition.”
And it’s this focus that perhaps best reflects Frith’s ambitions for Labour over the next five
years. “I want to see anger and apathy replaced by optimism and hope… More aspiration
and ambition than what feels like a scrap rolling down a hill,” he says. If his party can pull
that off, politics may once more regain that rock’n’roll swagger of the Britpop era. 15

Joe Jervis

JAMES FRITH
BURY NORTH
AGE

37

EDUCATION

University of Manchester

EMPLOYMENT

Founder and chief executive, All Together (social enterprise)

PREVIOUS ELECTIONS

2011 Local Elections, Elton

AFFILIATIONS

Unite, Co-op Party, CWU

POLITICS IN ONE SENTENCE

A governing Labour party that applies our values to modern life, improving the lives of the
many with an emphasis on equal opportunity for all; where our politics acts as a force of good

FAVOURITE MP

Mow Mowlam (Redcar 1987-2001)

FAVOURITE QUOTE

‘It is not the critic who counts... The credit belongs to the man who is actually
in the arena, whose face is marred by dust and sweat and blood…’- Theodore Roosevelt

SWING NEEDED

2.5%

8

17

TARGET SEAT

#40

CURRENT MP

David Nuttall (Conservatives)
14

35
40

RUPA HUQ
RED RUPA’S RIDE TO VICTORY

W

hen you first meet Rupa, you can’t help but feel at ease around her and
inspired by her energy and affability. She’s charismatic, approachable and
fun- qualities that make her great company, which is probably half the battle
when you’re a candidate trying to convince floating voters in one
of the most uncertain constituencies in this election. On the list
of 106 Labour target seats, Ealing Central and Acton is number 56. If Rupa wins,
Labour will pass the tipping point and Ed Miliband will be in Number 10.
Rupa’s campaign focuses primarily on local issues impacting people in the
area: housing and the NHS: “People here have seen two A&Es close already and
another two downgraded. These are local services that people value and they
are disappearing before their eyes under the Tories. The other key issue here is
the private rented sector. Ealing Central and Acton has one of the largest numbers of private
renters in the country and we have the highest rent paid by any marginal constituency in the
country, at over £1,400 per month.”
Rupa understands that it’s going to be a tough battle here, but she hopes that her status
as a local resident will help legitimise her offer: “Ealing Central and Acton is a difficult seat
to win and a difficult seat to keep, so if I do win here there will be a lot of constituency work
to do. Ealing has been my home for over 40 years- I’m eager to be an accessible member
of parliament. I’ll always fight for the best interests of Ealing and Acton as this is my home.”
“Three generations of Huqs are now here,” she says referring to her parents who settled
here from Bangladesh, her two sisters Nutun and Konnie (of Blue Peter fame) and her equally
ebullient eleven year old son Rafi.
Rupa is well known in the Young Labour community, and her experiences as a teenager
definitely shaped her beliefs. “At school I was known as ‘Red Rupa’ for being quite contrary in
my politics lessons. I was 15 when the 1987 elections were held, so too young to vote. Neil
Kinnock did one of his ‘heroic-in-defeat’ speeches – “If they win tomorrow I warn you not to
be sick, not to be old, not to be poor” – which was really rousing.”
Despite the fact that Rupa is an Oxbridge graduate, she’s no career politician, with a
long and distinguished professional life outside the bubble, as a lecturer in sociology. “I’m

“

a public sector worker and mum, which keeps me grounded. I do worry about the narrowing
of the political class; we need more people who’ve had everyday life experience in Parliament. I suppose I’d be Kingston University’s voice at Westminster. It’s important to have a

At school I was known as ‘Red Rupa’ for
being contrary in my politics lessons

15

diversity of backgrounds. We currently have three leaders who have only ever worked for
their parties, which can’t be healthy. You want people who use public services and don’t just
talk about them theoretically.”
Rupa’s tenacity and ambition are abundantly clear when asked about what a Conservative victory might mean for this seat, and for the country more broadly.
“There’s a progressive majority in this country and it’s up to the Labour party and its
supporters to give voice to those people by returning to government. I don’t want Labour
party activists to think on May 8 that we lost but we could have done more. The consequences of the Tories in power would be nothing short of disastrous. They have a fundamentally
different vision of society to us. We want a strong NHS, they want to fragment and weaken it.
We want a more equal society. We want a compassionate society in which people are cared
for and the Tories want successful people to prosper because they think a rising tide for the
rich will lift all boats when the all the evidence from the last few decades is that trickle down
economics doesn’t work.”
It’s a big difference. “Ealing Central and Acton is the most important seat in the most
important election of my lifetime and I want to be part of reversing the decline we’ve seen.” 15
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University of East London, Cambridge University
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POLITICS IN ONE SENTENCE

I want to create a more equal society where opportunity
is extended to all

FAVOURITE MP

Clement Attlee (Limehouse 1922-1950)

FAVOURITE QUOTE

‘Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change
the world’- Nelson Mandela
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SWING NEEDED

3.9%
28

TARGET SEAT

#56

CURRENT MP

Angie Bray (Conservatives)
16

30
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AMANJIT JHUND
STAYING TRUE TO OUR ROOTS

I

t’s all to play for,” says Amanjit of the upcoming election. “We are seeing the erosion
of the two party system and the rise of new viable options for the electorate. This means
every individual on the doorstep is going to make a difference”.
Amanjit and his team are embroiled in a true street fight of an election. East
Dunbartonshire is in the shaky grip of Liberal Democrat Jo Swinson, under-secretary of
state for women and equalities, employment relations, and consumer and postal affairs. A
mere 2,154 votes separate the two parties, but as is the case with all seats in Scotland, the

“

campaign resonates with local residents: “I want to achieve things in parliament for my constituency. We need a new chemotherapy service at Stobhill hospital, and better transport links
to and from Southern General Hospital [south of Glasgow] so both patients and visitors can
use those facilities”.
As an experienced NHS doctor and expert on hospital transformation for a world-class
consultancy, Amanjit also wants to work at Westminster to improve healthcare nationwide.
“Healthcare may be devolved in Scotland, but some issues still affect the whole UK, especially if you look at how medical information is shared across the border. We need
systems in place in the NHS to better facilitate this transfer.”
He’s also dedicated to protecting the environment and ensuring the development of shale gas does not cost the earth- quite literally, in fact.
But while there’s no denying Amanjit is a committed campaigner, just what
makes him Labour?
“It’s a strong belief in social justice that drives me,” he says. “This goes back
to my upbringing. I grew up in East Dunbartonshire, one of the more affluent
places in the UK, with high life expectancy and quality of life. I didn’t understand
the flipside of this until I volunteered at the Marie Curie Hospice in Glasgow when
I was 15. There I came face-to-face with inequality and saw how a lack of education, quality healthcare, and decent job opportunities could affect peoples’ lives
so harshly. It made me want to fight for equality, and here I am today”.
Is Amanjit pleased with the way the national campaign is being waged so far? “Ed Miliband has done an excellent job cracking down on tax evasion and drawing up a Mansion
Tax, which are policies that speak to our core values,” he says.
“We’re at our best when we are pursuing the policies and an ideology that makes a
difference, like the minimum wage and the equalities legislation we’ve pursued. Ultimately
fighting for social justice is being true to our roots, and is the sure path to victory.” 15

We’re at out our best when we are
pursuing the policies and an ideology
that makes a difference, like the
minimum wage and equalities legislation

remarkable surge in support for the SNP means all bets are off on the outcome this May.
The constituency also has some quirks all of its own. East Dunbartonshire is a jigsaw of
suburban and rural communities sprawled over a large area outside of Glasgow. This means
local issues are a mishmash of typical countryside concerns, such as poor transport links,
and more urban problems- like hospital capacity.
Amanjit thinks the difference between victory and defeat will come down to how his

Louie Woodall
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POLITICS IN ONE SENTENCE

Somewhere to the left of Gordon Brown!

FAVOURITE MP

Sam Galbraith (Strathkelvin and Bearsden 1987-2001)

1

SWING NEEDED

2.3%

11

34

TARGET SEAT

#35

CURRENT MP

Jo Swinson (Liberal Democrats )

39

18
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VERONICA KING
SOMETHING OLD AND SOMETHING NEW

P

olitics transforms people. It can turn the apathetic non-voter into a firebrand campaigner and teach the cynical to believe again.
It can also make some people very, very angry.
“Five years ago I wouldn’t have even thought of running for parliament,” says
Veronica. “But I’ve worked for charities serving people affected by dementia and
the childcare sector, and I’ve seen the impact of cuts on the most vulnerable. This government has chosen to cut our local council budget by 43% while at the same time giving a tax
cut to millionaires”.
It’s clear from her tone she thinks this is beyond the pale. “The reason I’m Labour is that
it’s the party of social equality, and we all benefit from a more equal society, just as we all
suffer from a more unequal society,” she says.
Veronica’s back story is a curious blend of Old Labour and New Labour typecasts. Born into an Irish Catholic family in Leeds, Veronica remembers stories her
grandmother used to tell her of struggling to make ends meet before the birth of
the welfare state. “The government of 1945 changed things,” she recounts. “The
welfare state and NHS changed lives, and my grandmother never forgot that. I
grew up with those Labour values”.
After graduating from the University of Liverpool, Veronica served two terms
as Vice-President (Welfare) of the National Union of Students, and has followed
in the footsteps of other NUS alumni and New Labour legends: including Jim
Murphy, Stephen Twigg, and Jack Straw, in standing for Labour at the parliamentary level.
Yet Veronica cannot be blithely dismissed as another career politician. Since finishing
her two terms at the NUS, she has worked for a number of charities at the sharp end of the
coalition government’s programme of cuts. Getting elected is the single biggest thing she
can do to reverse the damage she’s seen first-hand.
“There is such a strain on carers,” she says, referring to the army of over six million Britons who look after their own and others’ loved ones in need. “We need to do more to make
sure they don’t get pushed past breaking point. For example, by giving them more entitlements around flexible working so they don’t have to choose between giving up their jobs and
giving up time caring. I think that’s an area that has been neglected for a long time and all

“

of us at some point will be carers for someone, so changing things will help everybody”.
Another priority for Veronica in parliament is the NHS. In her constituency of Elmet and
Rothwell she’s seen the effects of Tory cuts from a different angle: in the drain of talented
doctors and nurses from state-run hospitals. “I met two NHS nurses the other day, and they
told me they’ve had to move to the private sector because they cannot afford to live and
work with the cuts the Tories have imposed. Our number one priority has to be investing in
the NHS, and that means investing in its workforce, too”.
In tune with many other candidates, Veronica believes Labour is at its best when it’s at its
boldest, and that it will take a strong and united Labour party to do what’s needed to stop
the rot introduced by the Tories from corroding society. She praises Ed Miliband for keeping

Our number one priority has to be
investing in the NHS and that means
investing in its workforce too
the often boisterous factions within the party in line and making it clear who Labour stands
for.
She’s equally impassioned in her condemnation of those who seem determined to
divide us. “I’ve been an activist for a long time and fought in so many elections. I remember
knocking on doors in the pouring rain and then coming home and seeing a high profile MP
attacking our message, attacking our leadership, and that diminishes the work of activists the
party relies on.”
Veronica is not going to allow such skulduggery to upend her campaign. She’s a fierce
activist with a clear vision of what she wants to achieve for her constituents and her country. I
wouldn’t want to be standing in her way. 15
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POLITICS IN ONE SENTENCE

For the many, not the few

FAVOURITE MP

Colin Burgon (Rothwell 1997-2010)

6

SWING NEEDED

4.1%

16

TARGET SEAT

#59

CURRENT MP

Alec Shelbrooke (Conservatives)
20
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AMINA LONE
NO LONE RANGER

M

any politicians fret over how to engage with voters. They spend hours of time
and thousands of pounds learning how to connect and appear genuine in the
public eye. To shape a perception that ‘they’ are in fact ‘us’. Amina Lone is
not one of them. She is the voter.
Her story echoes that of thousands of working people across the country
and in her home constituency of Morecambe and Lunesdale. Born into a hardworking family
that struggled to make ends meet, Amina left school at the age of 16 and to this day holds
no formal qualifications beyond her GSCEs. She’s spent the last 20 years working in the third
sector for disadvantaged and underserved communities throughout England while raising
four children as a single parent.

“

it was stormed by New Labour in 1997 and only narrowly recaptured in 2010. Less than a
thousand votes separate the two parties going into May 7.
How will Labour win here? By “reconnecting with people,” says Amina. “To do that we
need to be honest and transparent about what politicians should be doing and what is expected of them. We need to talk to people about what they care about and listen. There’s no
point being in politics if you don’t care about the people in your area. That’s the job- it’s an
absolute requirement.”
Honesty is a virtue too rarely seen in politicians, but it’s one Amina sees as absolutely
crucial to winning a campaign: “It’s a massive privilege for me to be a candidate. I want to
be open with people and make them understand the Labour party’s decisions, and explain
why we will sometimes take decisions they do not like”.
“It’s also about saying we got it wrong sometimes in the past,” she adds. The
Iraq War is an issue that still resonates on the doorstep, she admits, and one that
has been given renewed relevance in light of the violent upheavals taking place
across the Middle East right now.
Another challenge is tackling the perception that Labour let working people
down in the Blair and Brown years. “When we were in government we did some
phenomenally good stuff, but poor working class communities felt they were being
left behind while we engaged with more affluent middle class people,” says Amina.
Take the example of immigration. For too long it seemed that Labour did not
care about the social impact it was having on predominantly white, working class
communities. Amina is tackling this perception by speaking less and listening more.
“Working class people don’t want to shut our borders, but they are nervous about
their communities changing, and changing at too fast a pace. What we need to do is reassure people, let them know it’s alright to be worried about these things and work through
their concerns together.”
This is an approach she hopes can reset peoples’ relationship with politics and reverse
the decline of local democracy. “It’s a travesty we have such a low turnout in local elections.
A passion of mine is addressing this and finding out why people have never voted. It’s not
healthy when so many are disengaged. That means they don’t feel a sense of belonging and
that is harmful,” she says. 15

It’s a travesty we have such low turnout
in local elections. A passion of mine is
addressing this and finding out why
people have never voted

“I come from a family where we fought against injustice and poverty and I’ve lived the
whole cost-of-living crisis, so it’s very real to me. No other party besides Labour could attract
me as a candidate,” she says.
Amina also happens to be dyslexic, something that makes the extensive reading and
writing required of her as both director of her CIC (Community Interest Company)- the Social
Action and Research Foundation- and as a candidate a “daily challenge”.
“I think it’s important to acknowledge that, though, and not let it be a stigma that stops
me from doing things,” she says. Amen to that.
Morecambe and Lunesdale is a marginal on a knife-edge. A Tory bastion for decades,
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FAVOURITE MP

Robin Cook (Livingston 1983-2005)

FAVOURITE QUOTE

‘It’s always darkest before the dawn’- traditional
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TARGET SEAT
CURRENT MP
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David Morris (Conservatives)
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WILL MARTINDALE
THE MARATHON MAN

A

fter arriving to meet Will Martindale at the busy Battersea Labour office, it is immediately clear that there is no time for rest or downtime in the final weeks of the
general election campaign. Multi-tasking is a pre-requisite for any parliamentary
candidate, and true to form Will combines making tea for his volunteers, fielding
my questions and caring for his expressive young daughter Aurelie.
Motivated out of a desire to build a better future for her, Martindale highlights his refusal
to accept the stark inequalities of the city and what he sees as a tale of two Londons. After
moving to student accommodation near Russell Square in Central London for his studies at
Kings College, he immediately noticed the “area of extremes” between the famous residents
of Russell Square, and the surrounding area blighted by problems of homelessness, prostitution and drug abuse.
He admits that he found the situation “pretty difficult to deal with” and this
spurred him along to get involved with politics and Labour. He says that these
inequalities have got worse in recent years and highlights that “life expectancies
are reported to differ by a decade” between the northern and southern sections
of his constituency, with Clapham Junction station as the dividing line.
Martindale views housing as a key driver of this inequality and says that
one of his first priorities as MP will be to “improve the deal for renters and to
reduce housing costs for private and social tenants.” The combination of high
and rising rents, rapidly rising house prices and high levels of mortgage debt means that
many people in Battersea are feeling squeezed. Martindale is highly critical of the Coalition’s
record on homebuilding and how the slow pace of construction “underserves Londoners in
their efforts to rent a good home or get that first step on the property ladder.” Referencing
the recent luxury developments on Battersea’s riverfront, Martindale suggests that most people would “need to win the lottery twice to own such properties.” This is a shocking example
of the government’s failure to build the right type of homes for hard-pressed working families
who have seen their incomes fall behind the rising cost of living since the financial crisis.
Despite the rising property prices in Battersea and the changing demography of the constituency in recent years, Martindale rejects my assertion that the rising affluence of the area
may play into the hands of the Conservatives: “Labour’s plans to create a tolerant, liberal
and inclusive society with high quality job opportunities and cohesive communities appeal
right across the income scale.”

“

Drawing comparisons with his rivals, Martindale believes that the Conservatives and Liberal Democrats are too relaxed about unfairness. Labour, in contrast, is determined to build
a society where “whatever your background or circumstance, you have the opportunities to
fulfil your potential.” Given Battersea’s high proportion of young families, he speaks of his
desire to create good quality childcare, more primary school places and better transport links
to create a “broad, positive and optimistic offer for all of Battersea.”
Martindale’s comments on childcare were clearly an issue close to home and a brief
stop for a mid-interview nappy change for his young daughter didn’t dampen his enthusiasm
for telling me about the challenges and opportunities for the area. Speaking of how proud
and privileged he is to represent his home constituency, he admits that it is often “tough to
juggle family commitments, campaigning for Battersea and working full-time for the UNPRI.”

The mood of the team is “confident but
not complacent”

23

For a man that must scarcely have any free time left at the end of the day, Martindale
is no stranger to tough challenges and is training hard for the London Marathon in April on
behalf of Clapham’s Trinity Hospice. He cites his admiration for the tremendous work of the
hospice, the hard-working staff and its strong affinity within the community as motivations for
his support and fundraising efforts.
Rallied by the encouraging results from recent polling released by YouGov describing the
constituency as “too close to call”, Martindale says that the mood of the team is “confident
but not complacent” and is delighted with the positive reception on the doorstep from previously undecided or floating voters. Since his selection as Battersea’s parliamentary candidate
in July 2013, he admits that the road to 2015 has drawn parallels with running a marathon
and with the finish line now in sight on May 7 he is ready for the final sprint, “more determined than ever to advocate the case for a fairer and more prosperous Battersea.” 15
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POLITICS IN ONE SENTENCE

Politics is about making sure that people have the opportunity to fulfil their
potential regardless of background or circumstances

FAVOURITE MP

Alan Johnson (Kingston upon Hull West and Hessl, 1997-)

FAVOURITE QUOTE

“Not for you, not for me, but for us”- Battersea Council’s old motto
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SWING NEEDED

6.3%
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TARGET SEAT

#88
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OLLIE MIDDLETON
THE YOUNG PRETENDER

L

abour is a party that speaks to all generations. After all, the triumph of progress over
reaction can only be secured by people of all ages, races, and backgrounds pulling
together as one. It is therefore inspiring to see so many young Labour candidates
standing for parliament this year engaging and organising their peers in the cause of
a better society.
Ollie Middleton is one of the youngest Labour PPCs in the race to Westminster. At the
age of 20, he has already worked harder than many activists twice his age to spread the party’s message. More than that, he is a shining example of why Labour, more than any other
party, motivates young people to bring positive change to their home communities.
“I became involved in politics about three years ago– largely because of what I was

“

Ollie joined the party in 2012 and leapt at the opportunity to represent Labour when
the Bath selection came up the following year. “Bath is my home, and it’s fantastic to get the
chance to stand in my home city – that’s first and foremost why I’m standing”.
Ollie’s youth has attracted well-worn sneers from some quarters that he is just another
career politician out for himself. It’s an insult he’s heard many times before and he doesn’t
hold back in his response: “People get bogged down with terms like ‘career politician’, but
it’s usually used to side-step more fundamental issues that are turning people off politics.
We should be judging our politicians on what values and life experience they have, not on
whether they have a mortgage or do a certain job. Obviously I’m a young candidate, but we
need more young people in politics and parliament should be a cross-section of our society,
and that includes young people.”
It’s also hard to deride Ollie as a careerist when he’s standing in a seat where
the incumbent enjoys a 23,000 vote advantage over Labour. In such a battle, it’s
values and passion for the movement that get him on the doorstep over any measure of personal ambition. This is clear from his description of the local campaign.
“The national Labour message resonates at the local level here in Bath- the
cost of living, the state of the economy, and the NHS. When I speak to people the
general feel is that the country does tend to favour those at the top and that the
government only stands up for those at the top.”
There are strong examples of these national issues impacting on the local
area, too. “For example, our local hospital, Royal United, the biggest in the area,
is under a lot of pressure. Transport is a really big issue too with us being in a rural
area, and again we’re the only party with a real offer on improving efficiency and
affordability.”
You can tell Ollie genuinely cares about these issues rather than just going through the
motions. He’s had ample opportunity to air his views, too. Despite Bath being a safe Liberal
Democrat seat, there have been more hustings in the constituency than most. “We’ve had
around fifteen hustings in total, and this has been a high publicity campaign. It’s been a lot
of work but great for Labour’s profile in the South West, too”. 15

People get bogged down with terms like
‘career politician’, but it’s usually used to
side-step more fundamental issues
experiencing and seeing happen under this government. Long-term certainties and securities are being challenged. The NHS is being eroded along with the welfare state, and my
generation has been hit particularly hard by this government through the scrapping of the
educational maintenance allowance and high youth unemployment,” he says.
Ollie had two options: sit quietly and allow these injustices to go unchallenged or do
something about them. He chose the latter course. “I saw the Labour party as an alternative.
It’s a naturally progressive party, which was one of the reasons I was drawn towards it”.
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POLITICS IN ONE SENTENCE

Fundamentally I believe in equality, fairness and inclusivity achieved through
progressive, radical but credible politics

FAVOURITE MP

Clement Attlee (Limehouse, 1922-1950, Walthamstow West, 1950-1955)

FAVOURITE QUOTE

“One of the penalties for refusing to participate in politics is that you end up
being governed by your inferiors”- Plato
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7
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TARGET SEAT
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Don Foster (Liberal Democrats)
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MELANIE ONN
THE LOCAL TOUCH

G

rimsby is coming back. At its peak in the 1950s it was the biggest and busiest
fishing port in the world. In the decades since it has experienced a slow decline
as the forces of globalisation and economic change conspired to gut traditional
industries. In April 2014, the town was named a youth unemployment blackspot
by The Work Foundation with a jobless rate for 16-24 year olds of 25%.
Melanie Onn is determined to stem the decline and spark a renaissance in Grimsby that
will put the town back on the map. “It’s important for Grimsby to have a voice to champion
the town and the people. The town didn’t experience the huge benefits from the good
economic times that the rest of the country felt, something true of many post-industrial towns,
so there needs to be a renewed sense of hope, and Grimsby needs something concrete to
build that hope on.
“We have a fledgling renewables industry that looks very exciting. Getting young people
interested in that and making it attractive for them is really important. Too often young
people go to university elsewhere and don’t come back because the perception is that you
can’t get a good job here. Now we have the emergence of high skilled jobs, so linking
young people to those is really important.”
This is a personal mission for Melanie. A Grimsby woman through and through, she
grew up in council housing on the Nunsthorpe and Grange Estates and was educated at
the local comprehensive and college. Unlike many of Grimsby’s young people, Melanie did
come back after studying at the University of Middlesex and a stint working for the Labour
party in London. Today she works with Unison in Yorkshire and Humberside helping to
organise working people to campaign for better pay and stronger rights. Grimsby means a
lot to her. So does the Labour party.
“Everything I’ve ever had has been the result of Labour policies. Whether that is housing,
free education for as long as I wanted it, that has always been supported by initiatives
Labour governments introduced. I didn’t understand this so much when I was younger,
but for opportunities to be available to everyone they need to be accessible to everyone. I
believe limiting that access is wrong.”
Growing up in the nineties politicised Melanie. It was a turbulent time for Britain and
the world, a time which sharpened her political beliefs and gave her a hunger to get stuck
in. “I was interested in politics from a young age, watching the Poll Tax riots in the 1990s,
following the 1992 election. The early nineties were very unsettled internationally, and at
home there was a lot on the news about high unemployment, which hit three million at one

27

point and directly affected my family. That struck me as not being right.”
The urge to fight against this injustice has now landed her a frontline role in the struggle
for a Labour government. Yet Grimsby is not the seat it once was. What used to be a Labour
stronghold is now on the edge of the UKIP badlands. Incumbent Austin Mitchell barely held
onto the seat in 2010 against the Conservative candidate Victoria Ayling- who is running this
time under the UKIP banner. The Eurosceptic party is poised to replace the Conservatives in
second place this time around, if not win the seat outright.
With UKIP as the main challenger, Melanie’s campaign has taken on a different flavour
from those of her comrades in the south.
“We realised there was a significant issue with a rising UKIP three years ago when they
started to pick off council seats, and last year at the European Elections they won eight seats
in North East Lincolnshire. We tried to fight them in the early days with facts. If people’s
concerns were immigration, we’d say that only 4% of the population is non-British born and
that the vast majority of those were working here and paying taxes, but people didn’t care
because the perception is that people are coming here to take advantage of what Britain has
to offer and are being treated more fairly than those who are born here.”
So Melanie and the local party changed tack out of the realisation that UKIP’s messaging is more emotionally charged than intellectually grounded. “That sense of fairness is
enormously important when trying to build a sense of community. In my campaign, I know
reciting headline figures on the NHS is not going to cut it. There are so many people pissed
off with politics and politicians, and I’ve had people say to my face that we’re all in it for
ourselves and we’re all liars. So we’ve run a very personal campaign to re-establish trust.”
This is especially important in a constituency that has had the same MP for 40 years.
Melanie lacks the name recognition of Mitchell and the incumbency bonus that comes with
it, despite being from the same party. “The fact that I’m local does mean a lot to people
here, they like that I’m just round the corner,” she says.
The local touch extends to her policy programme for Grimsby. “I’ve been strong on
introducing the idea of an employment charter for Grimsby. Signatories would be committed
to paying the living wage where possible, not using exploitative zero hours contracts, using
local supply chains and amenities, and championing Grimsby outwardly to encourage other
companies to come here and live work and play.” 15
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POLITICS IN ONE SENTENCE

A working class woman standing up for other working class women

FAVOURITE MP

Barbara Castle (Blackburn, 1945-1979)

FAVOURITE QUOTE

“The Labour Party is a moral crusade, or it is nothing”- Harold Wilson
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STEVE RACE
SOCIALIST OF THE SOUTH WEST

F

ew MPs deserve to be kicked out of parliament more than Hugo Swire. The Conservative representative for East Devon was recently caught on camera by Channel
4’s Dispatches programme joking that benefit claimants could afford to donate
thousands of pounds to the Tory party at a glamourous fundraising ball attended by
some of the wealthiest people in Britain.
As if that wasn’t enough, he then went on to make light of the MP expenses scandal: “It’s
quite naff to have Bentleys and Rolls Royces and Ferraris because anyone could have them.
In the good old days of MP’s expenses we could have them too,” he said, to loud guffaws
from the audience.
It sounds like a scene from hit film The Riot Club, but this was fact, not fiction. Fortunately the voters of East Devon have a chance to change the story by kicking him out on May 7.
The man leading the charge? Steve Race.
“I’m in it to win it,” says Steve. “There is a moment of change in East Devon, based
around the fact that a lot of people are tired of having a Conservative District council, a
Conservative County council, and an MP who faces too little opposition. People feel a bit
trapped and let down by their current representatives, so there is an opportunity to act on
behalf of people who are fed up and to deal with the issues that the Tories aren’t solving.”
The Labour and Conservative candidates could hardly be more different in terms of
background. Swire went to Eton College and worked as director of the exclusive auction
house Sotheby’s before entering parliament. Steve grew up in a working class, single parent
household where life was often far from comfortable.
“A lot of time I saw my mum struggle. I know without the welfare state there were times
we wouldn’t have been able to feed ourselves. My sister was also severely disabled, and had
ten years of treatment on the NHS- including several heart operations. We wouldn’t have
been able to afford a fraction of her care if we’d had to pay for it ourselves.”
These early experiences had an enduring effect on Steve’s politics. “I’m Labour because
I affiliate with Labour’s outlook on society. I believe in a socialism where everyone puts in in
order to improve everyone else in society, and a socialism that promotes equality of opportunity so that success is never based on how much you are worth, how much your parents are
worth, or even your great grandparents are worth.”
This last might be a subtle dig at Swire, whose great grandfather founded the multi-bil-

lion pound company the Swire Group back in the early 19th century.
Yet it would be wrong to cast Steve as some anti-capitalist crusader. His socialism is
rooted in an understanding that business and government need to work together to improve
society.
“I work for a private sector company, and so I know how the private sector generates
jobs and growth, and that’s brilliant. But what we can’t have is a private sector that is
essentially subsidised by the state because of low pay and unsustainable practices. Low
pay in particular is a major wrong. I recently saw an advert in an East Devon paper for a
supervisor job in a local store. Now this would be a job where you’re in charge of staff, of
the money, of opening and closing the shop, and it was advertised a minimum wage! That’s
not sustainable.”
In-work poverty is a big priority of Steve’s. East Devon has three food banks serving
hundreds of residents every week, many of whom have jobs, but not enough pay to meet the
costs of living. Closing down those food banks by getting rid of the demand for them is top
of his agenda.
“The other week we saw the Trussell Trust come out with the stat that over 900,000 people in 2013-14 were using food banks, including many children. That can’t be acceptable in
an economy that is the sixth biggest in the world. We have a government that refuses to talk
about food banks when it should be the job of government to ask what is going wrong, even
if it is their own policies making it happen.”
The ideal Labour government in Steve’s mind, then, is one that works with business to
promote higher pay and a strong economy. “The challenge of the next fifteen years will be to
react to new business models that are undermining wages and instead create a high skilled,
high pay economy, because that’s the only way we’ll be able to afford the NHS and welfare
state.”
And this will take a Labour party that is tolerant towards a wide range of ideas and
opinions. “We’re at our best when we’re the broadest church possible. So long as we all
share a commitment to democratic socialism then I think we’re all bound to not shut out
ideas that we may disagree with.
“We need to work together rather than wasting time shutting out specific people and
groups, because that’s how we win”. 15
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Well, let’s change the rules then!
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those ripples build a current which can sweep down the mightiest walls of oppression and resistance”- Robert Kennedy
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JO STEVENS
BREAKING DOWN THE BARRIERS

J

o Stevens has a taste for campaigning. I ask her how she musters up the energy to
go canvassing door-to-door in her constituency of Cardiff Central day in, day out,
and the answer surprises me. “I get adrenaline from it, I enjoy it,” she says. This
enthusiasm is reflected in her team’s voter contact rate. Jo claims the local party
has talked to 13,000 people in Cardiff in the first three months of 2015 alone, and
that many residents are being doorstepped for the third or even fourth time in the final push
towards May 7.
According to Jo, doorknocking is the only path to a Labour victory both locally and
across the country. “I really believe you can shove as many leaflets as you want through people’s doors, but most of them will end up in the bin. But if you knock on people’s doors and

“

This being the case, it’s no surprise Jo is targeting her campaign at younger people.
This goes for the way in which the message is delivered as well as the message itself: “We’ve
done a lot of social media campaigning and a lot of our younger members are doing some
very interesting things online to connect with young people in innovative ways,” she says.
For example, the local party has plans to use the instant photo app SnapChat on May 7
to share supporters’ stories throughout the day and remind students to vote. It’s also going to
be hard at work in the next few weeks putting young people on the electoral roll. “Cardiff is
a seat with one of the worst records for people dropping off the register. For example, I have
a ward of 14,000 where 60% have come off the register at one point or other,” says Jo.
The second prong of the strategy is a relentless focus on living standards and the
scourge of low pay. “In Wales we have a serious problem where the proportion
of women paid less than men is greater than anywhere else in the country, and
where there are many, many women paid less than the living wage. That’s not
just Cardiff, it’s the whole of Wales,” she says. For Jo, boosting the incomes of
working people is the means by which Labour can effectively reduce inequality,
and the key to unlocking social mobility.
“If you tackle inequality through decent pay, you stop all those other social
inequalities like inequality in education, health and housing. Decent pay also
leads to less household debt, which means less pressure on families and less
chance of family breakdown. If you look at workplaces across the country, those
where employees are organising through trade unions are better paid than those who are
not. I believe promoting trade union membership and promoting fairness in the workplace
will help build a strong platform for a living wage,” she says.
Jo affiliates instinctively with Labour’s mission for greater social equality. She cites one
example from her childhood when she first became aware of the corrosive effect a lack of
equality can have on individuals. “I grew up in a small village in North Wales, a school
made up entirely of white children, except for one black child with foster parents. I remember seeing the abuse and attacks thrown at this child in primary and secondary school and
thought: this is wrong.”
To Jo, Labour is the only party truly fighting for equality. And it’s a fight she is confident
can be won in Cardiff Central. 15

If you tackle inequality through decent
pay, you stop all those other
social inequalities

start listening to what they have to say, you break down those walls between politicians and
the public and people start to engage.”
And it will take an engaged electorate, along with a disciplined Labour party machine, to
turn Cardiff Central red. It is currently the “crown jewel”- as Jo explains- of the Liberal Democrats’ trio of seats in Wales. It is also one of the few Lib Dem seats to receive a £20,000
election war chest from Liberal Lord Oakeshott, meaning incumbent Jenny Willot holds a
hefty paper advantage over her Labour rival.
How will Jo win? Hers is a two-pronged strategy. The first is mobilising Cardiff’s battalions of student voters. Thirty-four percent of the electorate are in full-time education and
voted heavily for the Liberal Democrats in 2010. If this cohort of voters breaks for Labour this
time around, Willot’s majority will be left in tatters.
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WES STREETING
HONESTY IS THE BEST POLICY

I

n politics, is it where you’ve come from or where you’re going that counts? Too
often politicians are judged or even dismissed out of hand for coming from a certain
background. Those that don’t fit the mould ‘don’t have what it takes’ to succeed in the
cut-throat world of Westminster, say the doubters, and should stay on the side lines.
Tell that to Wes Streeting. “I’m from a working class family, I grew up in a council
estate in a single parent family,
and so I’ve felt the sharp end of
inequality in this country. But there
aren’t enough people in parliament
or local government that understand
what life was like for people like me
growing up and we need a more
representative parliament. Hopefully
my experience will lead to a better
quality of decision-making in Westminster and a better understanding of inequality.”
Wes’ background didn’t stop him from getting stuck into politics from an early age.
The first member of his family to go to university, he made the most of the experience by
participating in, and eventually leading, the student movement. He served first as President of
the Cambridge University Students’ Union before rapidly climbing the ranks of the National
Union of Students (NUS), a rise crowned by two terms as President between 2008 and 2010.
The labyrinthine machinations of student politics served as a valuable proving ground
for the tougher fight Wes now faces, bestowing him with the skills needed to excel as a
candidate. “In order to be a good representative as a candidate and an MP you need to be
a good listener and genuinely understand people’s concerns. You need to grasp what it is
that is making their lives difficult and find out ways to make a difference.”
Another vital skill is communicating, and communicating honestly. “The most important
thing right now is honesty. It may seem counterintuitive because politicians so often want to
please people all the time, but actually people don’t expect me to make promises I can’t
deliver here in Ilford, and I’ve put on my literature that although you may not always agree
with me you will always know where I stand. People have a lot more respect for politicians

“

who are open about where they stand.”
This need for honesty extends to the party as a whole. A party that is united and speaks
with one voice on what it stands for and who it stands for will succeed, says Wes. One that is
divided and riven with faction-fighting will fail. “Labour is at its best when it is visionary, when
it is united, and when we’re open minded. Then we can think about how we actually implement our radical ambitions
for the country.
“We’re at our worst
when we’re riven by
factionalism and internal
debate that is conducted in
an uncomradely fashion.
Ed Miliband has done a
great job as leader keeping
Labour united, and I hope that will continue when he’s Prime Minister”.
Ed reaching Number 10 isn’t just something Wes wants for Labour. It’s something he
sees as crucial for Britain as a whole. “This is the most unpredictable election in living
memory- and also the most important. Another five years of a Tory government is not worth
thinking about in terms of what it will do to our national services. It would also do terrible
damage to our place in the world. David Cameron has time and again sold our interests
down the river on the international stage. There is nothing certain about our place in the
world in the 21st century. Only strong trans-Atlantic links, inclusion in the European Union,
and strong bilateral links with China, India, and south east Asia will allow us to compete in
the global race.”
And what does Wes think personally of the Prime Minister?
“He doesn’t wake up in the morning and think: ‘how can I make the world a better
place?’ He wakes up and thinks: ‘Isn’t it great I’m Prime Minister’”.
That’s not the thought process of the man you want running the country, says Wes. I
couldn’t agree more strongly. 15

You need to be a good listener and genuinely
understand people’s concerns
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